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A Short Pre-Training Quiz
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What does PFIA stand for?
Give two PFIA statutory requirements.
What does the law set as a maximum maturity?
How often must you adopt your strategy?
Do banks belong on the broker/dealer list?

An Economy Sheltering in Place
• Rates move in relation to what else is changing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COVID ‐19
Social and economic shutdowns
Central bank actions and expectations
Consumer safety and perceptions
Small business decimated
Business investment
Stimulus: Monetary and Fiscal
Mounting Debt

A Breakout of Sorts ?
 The curve continues to fight the virus and though the long end has moved up slightly in yield on potential recovery fears the short end
remains almost stationary.
 The various covid vaccines have been a major boost to confidence but until it is disseminated and recovery begins the impact is more of a
confidence builder than a reality. That appears to require several more months.
 The Fed has stated its intention to stay at 0.0% Fed Funds through 2023.
 A final governmental peaceful transition should more closely identify upcoming changes and give the markets a boost for risk assets.
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Uncertainty Reigns
• Rates move in relation to situations and fears
• COVID 19 Global Shutdown
• Elections
• Global slowdown
• Liquidity
• Trade talks
• Brexit
• Political changes, disruptions
• Debt going forward
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Changes Are Everywhere
• Perceptions
▫ Consumer
▫ International Investor
▫ Business

• Strategy
▫ Investors as well as the Fed
▫ Fiscal versus monetary policy guides

• Debt
▫ Government debt – muni issuance

• Stock markets and currency values
• Liquidity Stress

Conditions Spiral Quickly
• Covid 19 stops interaction
• People lose jobs and income
• People stop spending
• Businesses suffer
• Supply chains whither and close

• Businesses close
• Restaurants, service (in a service economy)
• People panic

• Oil cartels try to hang on
• Cut production to raise prices but supply contiues with no
users
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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New Trends??
• Income differentials widen
• Government and its constituents relationship
• De‐globalization
• Some sectors thrive while others shrivel
• Oil prices and rig counts
• Decades of unwinding the balance sheets

Stages of Economic Cycles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expansion
Peak
Recession or contractions
Depression, trough
Recovery

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

RECESSIONS ARE NOT NEW THINGS
•

And, this is not a ‘depression’ and neither were:

•

1970s
•

oil prices skyrocketed due to restricted output leading to the energy crisis

1980s

•
•

S & L crisis, out‐of‐control inflation, stock market correction of 1987

1990s‐2000s

•
•

technology sector crash, 9/11, accounting scandals

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
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WHAT IS A RECESSION?

• Two consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth
• National Board of Economic Research (NBER)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defines it as a significant decline in economic activity over
several months
GDP
Unemployment
A recession is not
real income income
normally or
Productivity
formally declared
until months
retail sales
later.

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

Really Quite Analogous to 2008‐09
• Optimism grown since 2001 housing and dot.com debacles
•Look at the indicators
•Consider the global economy
•Think about the perceptions
•Recessions are part and parcel of the economic cycle

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

RECESSION DRIVERS
• Government
•

Typically does not drive a recession but program reactions can cause severe
consequences for consumers and affects the length and severity of
recessions
• Stimulus programs create debt as well as slow recessions
• Debt accumulated affects stability for decades

• Consumers
•
•

Recession 1990‐1991 was led by decline in consumer spending resulting
from unemployment, junk bond crisis, etc.
Consumers actions make up about 2/3 of GDP

•Businesses
•

Recession of 2001 resulted from dot com failures, terrorist attacks, and
accounting scandals (Enron, World Comm)
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

RECESSION OF 2007- 2009
•

Longest since the Great Depression which lasted about 3 ½ years

•
•
•
•

Markets began to fall in May 2007 because
Subprime mortgage failures from very lax loan terms
International trade imbalances
High levels of household debt on over‐spending
• and efforts to help consumers
• Real estate bubble
• Congress adds to bubble
• Attempt to bail out financial institutions

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
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RECESSION OF 2007 - 2009
•

2Q 2009
•
•
•

•

GDP falls to levels near Great Recession
Unemployment rose to 9.5% (by September still 5.9%)
Housing prices fell 40% (2007‐2009)

November 2008
•

DJIA dropped 930 points in two days

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac losses escalate on housing terms

•

December 2008
•

Fed cuts interest rates to near zero
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

Some Similarities to Today
• Economically 2020 has several similar precedents
• (even before Covid‐19)

• The economy was booming in 2019
• Animal spirits were high
• Building on historic bull markets
• Low unemployment fills people’s wallets
• Retailers were strong
• Business running at near full capacity
• Optimism was surging
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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GDP

GDP
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATE HISTORY

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
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WHY ARE JOBS SO CRITICAL
•

Consumers do not spend as much when they are
worried about job security

•

Confidence is tied to jobs

•

Consumers quit looking for jobs or take jobs for
which they are overqualified and underpaid or ask
for hand‐outs

•

We in U.S. are consumers not savers
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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HOUSING STARTS

Housing Starts
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CONSUMER SPENDING

Consumer Spending
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US GOVERNMENT DEBT

US Government Debt

24
US DEBT TO GDP

Debt to GDP
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GAS PRICES

Gasoline Prices

ROLE OF CAPACITY UTILIZATION
•

•

Capacity Utilization is the percentage of manufacturing and
industrial capabilities actually being utilized
High capacity utilization
•
synonymous with or leads to high inflation
•
Manufacturers need to build space or add jobs

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
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ROLE OF INFLATION
• Unemployment and inflation move inversely
• No job means no income = no spending
• High employment creates inflation with spending
• Inflation—a sustained rise in the general price level; that is,
all prices are rising together.
• Inflation becomes a threat with high employment and positive
income projections
• But, deflation is worse….
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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Investment Strategies Today
• Time to

▫ Extend ‐ the best point has been missed
▫ Look for short term value alternatives
 But be very careful!
▫ Bank rates will be low rates for some time generally

• Situations exert pressures on rates
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Rates are not rising yet but virus vaccine is key
Stimulus is two edged
Fed doesn’t want to go lower so has started new QE
Control on reactions
Economy stuttering ‐ when it restarts is the question
Retail sales and housing and manufacturing struggling
Trade tantrums, Brexit, politics and conflicts roil the waters

ROLE OF CENTRAL BANKS
•Sovereign banks control the flow of liquidity
•

Central banks raise interest rates to keep inflation in check but keeping
them too high for too long may result in recession

•

Central banks lower rates to boost the economy but keeping them too
low too long can cause stagflation and or deflation

•

Central banks provide liquidity to market sectors

•

Central banks support the yield curve – quantitative easing
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

Tomorrow and Beyond…..
•Some possibilities to ponder:

• Non‐essentials re‐opening should boost spending
• Will Americans turn into savers….?
• Income differences will widen equality
• Policy makers will need to continue stimulus – but how
much?
• Different relationship between governments and constituents
• De‐globalization and isolationism
• Certain market sectors will thrive – some falter
• Debt will take decades to work off
• Modified overall trade flows
• Which can improve trade balances

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

A Breakout of Sorts ?
 The curve continues to fight the virus and though the long end has moved up slightly in yield on potential recovery fears the short end
remains almost stationary.
 The various covid vaccines have been a major boost to confidence but until it is disseminated and recovery begins the impact is more of a
confidence builder than a reality. That appears to require several more months.
 The Fed has stated its intention to stay at 0.0% Fed Funds through 2023.
 A final governmental peaceful transition should more closely identify upcoming changes and give the markets a boost for risk assets.
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YIELD CURVES
•

Markets prices generate a ‘yield curve’ of yields

•

Long and short‐term rates generally behave independently

•

Short‐term rates are primarily driven by Federal Reserve policy and
the Federal Funds rate – but also market flows

•

Long‐term rates are driven by longer run growth and inflation
expectations – but also supply

•

Yield curve is a reliable indicator of economic trends and potential
future growth
•

A “compilation of expectations” and expectations drive investors

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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A NORMAL YIELD CURVE
•

Long‐term rates higher than short‐term
• Produces an upwardly sloping curve

•

Indicates expectation of normal positive economic growth

•

We measure the ‘spread’ of the rates at certain key points

Source: www.kiplinger.com
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STEEP YIELD CURVE
•

Long‐term rates are more than 3 percentage points higher than short‐term

•

Indicates expectation of economic expansion and growth or potentially
higher inflation

Source: www.kiplinger.com
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INVERTED YIELD CURVE
•

Short‐term rates higher than long‐term

•

Indicates expectation of economic slowdown

•

Market is betting interest rates will be falling

Source:
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A HUMPED CURVE
• A rare occurrence
• Usually represents expectation that short end rates
will rise then fall
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Banking Changes
• Bank regulations
▫ Liquidity ratios
▫ Leverage ratios
▫ Stable net asset accounts

• These directly affect districts
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Translation for Districts
• Banks will try to reduce collateral
▫ Use of letters of credit instead of securities

• Banks will add fees to address regulatory burden
▫ Balance based fees

• Banks trade investment for service
▫ Service not depository
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Why Letters of Credit Now?
• Authorized by law but questioned by AG
▫ LOC from FHLB Regional Banks
▫ Cost differential
 Securities cost about 10‐12 bps. and a LOC 5 bps.

• What is a LOC? How do I use it?
▫
▫
▫
▫

FHLB is a banker’s bank owned by the member banks
Credit backing comes from the member banks
Time requirements for amount changes
System stress
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Regulatory Assessments
• Banks are beginning to pass through costs
▫ Not all banks pass through – ask! ‐ verify

• Based on bank but basically 0.10% to 0.12%
▫ On $5mm that’s $5,000 year

• Higher balances hurt
▫ Reduce balances with structure or pools, etc

41

Sweeps
Account A

Money Market
Fund

Account B
Master Account

O/Nite Sweep

Account C
Account D

Sweeps expedite funds plus allow you
to automatically drill down to a comp
balance or to zero balance
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Your Decision Hinges on Rates
• Compare your ECR to outside options
• A 0.40% ECR on $10 million balance will generate
$3,333/month
• If rates outside give you 0.70% the same balance
generates $ 5,833/month
• Invest the funds outside
▫ pay $3,333 directly and keep $ 2,500/mo ($30,004/yr)

Is it Time to Change How You
Pay for Bank Services Because of Rates
• The method hinges on investment rates
▫ Compensating balance basis





Traditional for public entities
You leave money in bank which earns $$ and pays the bill
You never see the charge – it looks “free”
The cost is the use of your money and its potential earnings

▫ Fee Basis
 You pay the fees for the service by debit to the account
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The Rates Say It All
Comp Balance

Fee Basis

Fee Basis

0.40 %

0.40 %

0.40 %

Bal. Required

$ 5,000,000

00

00

ECR Earnings

$ 1,667

00

00

Sweep %

00

1.75 %

1.75 %

Sweep Amount

00

$ 5,000,000

$ 1,500,000

Sweep Earnings

00

$ 7,292

$ 2,188

2.20 %

2.20 %

2.20 %

Pool Amount

00

00

$ 3,500,000

Pool Earnings

00

00

$ 6,416

$ 1,667

$ 1,667

$ 1,667

Net to You

00

$ 5,625

$ 8,604

Net Annual
Earnings

00

$ 67,500

$ 103,248

ECR

Pool %

Net to Bank (fee)
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Comp Balance

Fee Basis

Fee Basis

Then Add $in
Balance Based
Fee…
5,000,000
00
00

ECR

0.40 %

0.40 %

0.40 %

$ 1,667

00

00

$500

0

0

Sweep %

00

1.75 %

1.75 %

Sweep Amount

00

$ 5,000,000

$ 1,500,000

Sweep Earnings

00

$ 7,292

$ 2,188

2.20 %

2.20 %

2.20 %

Pool Amount

00

00

$ 3,500,000

Pool Earnings

00

00

$ 6,416

$ 2,167

$ 1,667

$ 1,667

Net to You

00

$ 5,625

$ 8,604

Net Annual
Earnings

00

$ 67,500

$ 103,248

Bal. Required

ECR Earnings
Balance Based fee

Pool %

Net to Bank (fee)
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Ah, but now….
Comp Balance

Fee Basis

Fee Basis

Then Add $in
Balance Based
Fee…
24,000,000
00
00

ECR

0.05 %

0.05 %

0.05 %

$ 1,000

00

00

$700

0

0

Sweep %

00

0.05 %

0.05 %

Sweep Amount

00

$ 24,000,000

$ 2,000,000

Sweep Earnings

00

$ 1,000

$ 83

0.20 %

0.20 %

0.20 %

Pool Amount

00

00

$ 22,000,000

Pool Earnings

00

00

$3,666

$ 2,700

$ 2,000

$ 2,000

Net to You

00

$ 1,000

$ 3,749

Net Annual
Earnings

00

$ 12,000

$ 44,988

Bal. Required

ECR Earnings
Balance Based fee

Pool %

Net to Bank (fee)
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Different Rates Control
• Move to Fee Basis if rates outside better
▫ Pay the bank and keep the earnings
▫ Watch out for the “free services” and balance fee

• Use investment options through the bank
▫ Sweeps take money out of bank
▫ Eliminates regulatory fee
▫ Does not require bank to hold collateral

• Use investment options outside the bank
▫ Pools are just as liquid – transfer in as needed
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The All-important
Account Analysis
Your invoice for
service
District earned $4,078
but needed only $ 2,569
Left $1,509 behind
You can use ‘carryover’ to cure this –
it’s in your RFP
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Carry-Over Management
• Managed by you monthly
▫ Insist on quarterly/semi‐annual carry‐over
▫ Adjust your balances monthly before close

• Managed by an automatic sweep
▫ Sweep excess funds to a money market fund or account
▫ Have the sweep set at either:
 Compensating balance amount
 Zero

50

Use the Banking Relationship
• Use the FDIC relationship
• Structure accounts to your advantage
• Always keep checking the fees and earnings rates
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Use FDIC Coverage to your Advantage
• Based on type of account – a change in definitions
▫ All time and savings accounts = $250,000
 Includes NOW and money market accounts

▫ All demand accounts = $250,000
 Includes interest bearing and non‐interest bearing

• Based on location of bank
▫ If the bank is outside the state all deposited are lumped together
▫ This has changed from ‘headquarters”
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Banking Safety comes back to FIRREA
• “Financial Institutions Resource, Recovery and Enforcement Act”
▫ Regulation used by FDIC in bank closures
▫ Key components must be followed
• Requirements:
1. depository/collateral agreement be in writing
2. agreement be approved by resolution of the
Bank Board or Bank Loan Committee
3. resolution must be in ‘official’ bank records
4. must not contain a list of specific securities pledged

53

Collateral Reports
• Investment officer’s responsibility
• Do you/Can you verify contents
▫ What value is substitution verification?

• New move to money center banks and inquiry
▫ Adding inquiry and daily pricing

Collateral Control
• Collateral covers deposits over FDIC insurance
▫ by tax id and type of account

• Collateral is pledged not owned
• Set the margin at 102% to protect from price volatility
• Establish independent custody
• Require independent monthly reporting
▫ 2013 change in PFCA requires you to request reports
54
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Non-Approval of Substitutes ?
• Banks are changing to Bank of New York as custodian
• Non‐approval of substitution may be requested
• Positive move for daily inquiry access to your pledges
• Why?
▫ Efficiencies for the bank
▫ Cost and possible delays in transferring securities
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Repo Sweep Caution
• Repo Sweeps pose a unique risk
▫ Segregation of assets not a buy‐sell transaction

• Collateral is segregated not bought and sold
• As a sweep, repo must be established as buy‐sell
• Unclear FDIC construction by bank could cause loss
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Monitor Your Bank
• Know your depository
• Understand the collateral terms and agreement
• Check collateral report monthly from custodian
• Take action if necessary
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What is Public Investing?
• Safety
• Risk Management
• Making your funds work for you.
• Adding yield not risk
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What is PFIA Designed to Do?
• Provide guidelines for safety
▫ Highest credit quality limits
▫ Requires controls (maximum maturity, maximum WAM, DVP)

• Provide for flexibility to match individual needs
▫ Allow flexibility for entities to set their own parameters

• Allow for adjustments to internal and external change
• Apply to all entities

Investment Process/Cycle
• A disciplined process which assures that circumstances
then prevailing are being met:
Identify risk tolerance levels
Identify cash flow needs
Set macro strategy
Develop internal controls
Write policy
Structure the portfolio strategy and execute
Report and monitor

60
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MANAGING RISK
•
•
•
•

All investments involve risk.
Risk cannot be avoided
Risk must be managed
You are a risk manager

•

There is risk of losing money, but there is also risk of
not earning all that you could.

•

A balance must be established between risk and
return
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CREDIT RISK
Credit Risk: risk of value loss due to issuer default or
delays on payment of interest or principal on a timely
basis
Minimized by:
▫ Buying high credit quality securities
▫ Monitoring credit rating
▫ Diversifying between issuers
▫ Using investments and deposits that are
collateralized
▫ Pre‐qualifying the financial institutions and
intermediaries
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LIQUIDITY RISK
Liquidity Risk: the risk that the district will need the
money before the investments’ maturity date and will
not have access to money without taking a loss or will
have to pay penalty (CD) to get it
Minimized by:
▫ Accurate cash flow projecting
▫ Laddering maturities
▫ Maintaining a small liquidity buffer for
unanticipated needs
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COLLATERAL RISK
Collateral Risk: the risk of insufficient collateral if institution
fails or ownership of collateral is not perfected or no
collateral. Also, a risk on an event of contract default
Minimized by:
▫ Requiring a minimum of 102% (110% MBS) markt
value on the pledged collateral
▫ Ensuring confirmation of the pledged collateral
▫ Ensuring security collateral is of PFIA authorized
quality
▫ Monitoring the collateral at least monthly – now
daily is available

Market Risks
• Market Risk
▫ The risk that market prices will fall
▫ Lower prices threatens liquidity
 If you can not sell at a loss

▫ If sold you might recognize a loss of principal
 If not sold it is an “unrealized” loss and no threat

• Volatility Risk (the “Fear Index”)
▫ The risk of significant changes in market prices
▫ Higher the volatility = higher risk
▫ Volatility increases with longer maturities, low credit and structured
securities
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Managing Event Risk
• Event Risk
▫ An unforeseen change that affects markets.
▫ Moves markets especially with uncertainty

 “Risk –On” and “Risk‐Off”
( as in ‘how much risk appetite you have)

• Managing Event Risk
▫ Diversification
▫ Remember you are buy and hold
▫ Your events risks are internal more often than not
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Security Structure Risk
• Extension Risk
▫ Risk that securities lengthen in maturity unexpectedly
▫ Primarily in mortgage backed securities
 when mortgage rates rise people do not refinance

• Re‐Investment Risk
▫ Risk that reinvestment will be at lower rates
▫ Represented when rates are falling – especially in liquidity
▫ Primarily in callable securities
 when they are called as rates fall
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Non-Market Risks
• Counterparty risk

▫ Broker background checks
▫ FINRA registration
▫ Independent safekeeping outside brokerage

• Banking risks

▫ Reconciliation within 30 days
▫ Verify availability of funds
▫ Continuously monitor cost of services with account analysis

• Employee risk

▫ Separation of duties
▫ Oversight and cross training
▫ Cash controls like numbered receipts, safes, assigned tills
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Technology’s Risks
• Employee controls
▫ Pin numbers and separation
▫ Limited access to applications
▫ Stand alone computer access

• PCI control
• Bank fraud controls
▫ Filters/blocks on ACH
▫ Payee positive pay
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Safekeeping and Custody Risk
• Custody Risk
▫
▫
▫
▫

Accompanied by high fiduciary responsibility
Custody of pledged securities
Risk to proof of the pledge
Risk to control of the pledge

• Safekeeping Risk
▫ Lower fiduciary responsibility
▫ Safekeeping of securities you own
▫ Risk to your proof of ownership
 Proving your ownership

70
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What is Settlement and Safekeeping
• An institution holding securities owned by you.
The Trade

ISD buys
a security

Broker sells
the security
Broker sends security

ISD approves
trade and funds
Tells bank

Broker sends to
bank DVP

Bank safekeeps
the security
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Safekeeping Bank Accounts
Depository Bank
Relationship

Safekeeping
Account
Safekeeping is tied
directly to an account

Interest Bearing
Account

Money Market
Account

Safekeeping accounts are not regular bank accounts but must be tied to a demand deposit
account (DDA) so that money that buys a security can only flow back to the same account.
These accounts are in the securities clearing section of the bank and assigned by name.
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Sample Safekeeping Fees

Key Custody and
Safekeeping Factors
• Custodian/safekeeper must be independent
• Custodian/safekeeper should report to you directly
• Custodian will verify authorized collateral and margin
• Safekeeper will not be responsible past your request
• Custodians rarely mark‐to‐market
• You chose your safekeeping agent
• You approve your custodian
74
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OPPORTUNITY COST RISK
Opportunity Cost Risk is the difference between current
investment return and alternative investment offering a higher
return.
An example would be purchasing safer US T‐Bill yielding 0.3%
instead of commercial paper yielding 1.0%
• 0.7% difference in yield is the opportunity cost
• On $1mm that’s $7,000/year!
•

Minimized by
• Diversification
• Monitoring market sectors for the best rates
• Buying short when rates rise – longer when rates fall

Risk Return and Strategy
Belong Together
• Your strategy and opportunities will depend on:
▫ Your resources and risk tolerance
▫ Your cash flow
▫ The time you spend
▫ The economic conditions
▫ The geo‐political conditions
• You are basically a BUY AND HOLD portfolio
• Controls can help minimize risks
76
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Fraud – An Old Yet New Risk
• Theft
• Check Fraud
• ACH Fraud
• Organizational Fraud

Most Common Anti‐Fraud Measures

Pressure
Fraud Triangle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

External audits
Opportunity
Rationalization
Internal audits
Fraud training
Job rotation
Method for anonymous reporting, i.e. Hotline
PINS and passwords, tokens, encryption
Surprise audits
Cash handling training
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

Fraud is always tied to opportunity
The use of one’s occupation for personal enrichment
• Asset Misappropriation‐ theft or misuse of
assets
• Corruption – person uses influence in business
transaction to obtain benefit contrary to duty
to employer
• Financial statement fraud – falsification of
financial statements to appear more (or less)
profitable
• Intellectual property loss
• Credit card fraud
©2019 Texas
Association of School
Officials. All
rights reserved.
Do not
Source:
Association
ofBusiness
Certified
Fraud
Examiners
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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EFFECTS OF FRAUD
• Financial loss
• Loss of external (or internal/departmental) confidence
• Loss of citizen or Board confidence
• Morale
• Increased audit costs

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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TARGET INDUSTRIES OF FRAUD
Technology
Insurance
Construction
Retail
Education
Health
Other
Manufacturing
Government
Banks and Financial
0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

Asset Misappropriation
•

•

Cash
• Skimming – cash stolen before it is booked
• Larceny – cash stolen after it has been booked
Non‐cash‐Inventory, information, securities

©2019 Texas Association
of School Business
Officials. All rights
reserved.
Do not
Source:
Association
of Certified
Fraud
Examiners
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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Major contributing factors leading to fraud internally

29% Lack of Internal
Controls
20% Overdue control
revews
19% Lack of
management reviews
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HOW FRAUD IS FOUND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips
Internal Audits
Management Review
By accident
Reconciliation
Document Examination
External Audit
Surveillance
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You Need Investment Controls
• Outline the controls you need for safety and liquidity and yield
• Give you the flexibility to match your portfolio to your situation
• Require you to set internal and external controls/procedures
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Procedures and Controls
• PFIA mandated controls
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Write and annually adopt a policy and strategy
Designate investment officers and train them
Set your objectives
Choose your securities
Report in a timely quarterly manner

• PFCA controls
▫ Develop a collateral policy
▫ Set parameters for collateral
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A Checklist for PFIA Compliance
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Procedures to Support Your Policy
• Assigning responsibilities and authorizations
• Carefully and succinctly define authorized investments
▫ Especially CDs

• Monitoring credit rating changes
• Internal controls
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Cash flow
DVP
Competitive bidding
Monitoring credit
Monitoring FDIC status
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Why Expand Procedures/Controls?
• Written procedures can supplement policy
• Explain and define
• Online references and sign‐ons, etc.
• Providing for continuity and safety
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Defining Securities Concisely
• Authorized Investments
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Authorized investments include only the following
Set the maximum maturity for each security type at time of purchase
Set credit criteria
Set additional requirements by type
Add or delete securities to accommodate your and market situations

Example:
Authorized investment under this Policy shall be limited to the instruments listed below and as
further defined by the PFIA.
o Obligations of the US, its agencies and instrumentalities, excluding MBS and CMOs, with a
stated final maturity less than 2 years
o Fully collateralized or insured CDs of banks doing business in TX…collateralized in
accordance with the district collateral policy
o FDIC insured CDs from any state
All security transactions will be made on a competitive basis.
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Controls for Buying
Brokered CD Securities
• Differentiate from “depository” CD
▫ Define issuers
▫ Take possession DVP
▫ Check
• FDIC insured brokered certificates of deposit securities from a bank in any
US state, delivered versus payment to the safekeeping agent, not to
exceed one year to maturity. Before purchase, the Investment Officer
must verify the FDIC status of the bank on fdic.gov to assure that the bank
is FDIC insured.
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Procedure for Monitoring
Brokered CD Securities
• Even more important than credit ratings
• Difference created by FDIC coverage limited to $250,000
▫ No reprieve for mergers and acquisitions

• The Investment Officer shall monitor, on no less than a weekly basis, the
status and ownership of all banks issuing brokered CDs owned based upon
information from the FDIC. If any bank has been acquired or merged with
another bank in which brokered CDs are owned, the Investment Officer
shall immediately liquidate any brokered CD which exceeds the FDIC
insurance level.
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Monitoring Credit Control
• Monitoring credit on securities requiring rating
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Commercial paper
Bankers Acceptances
State and Local government bonds
(Corporate bonds – only for higher education)
Pools

• Policy must have a procedure to monitor ratings
▫ Act: “an investment that requires a minimum rating…does not qualify
during period without minimum rating…take all prudent measures to
liquidate…”
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Monitoring Credit with Analysis
• The Officer shall monitor on a monthly basis, the credit rating
on all authorized investments requiring a rating based on
independent information from a nationally recognized rating
agency.
• If the security falls below the minimum rating, the Officer will
notify‐‐‐‐‐‐ of the loss of rating, conditions affecting the rating
and possible loss of principal along with liquidation
alternatives available for action within two weeks of the loss
of rating.
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Monitoring Credit on Automatic Pilot
• The Officer, or adviser, shall monitor on a monthly basis, the
credit rating on all authorized investments requiring a rating
based on independent information from a nationally
recognized rating agency.
• If the security falls below the minimum rating, the Investment
Officer shall immediately solicit bids for and sell the security,
if possible, regardless of loss of principal.
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Broker/Dealer Procedures/Controls
• Broker/Dealer Requirements
A list of no more than five brokers will be maintained and reviewed by the
Board annually.
Brokers will be registered with the State Securities Commission
Brokers will complete a District questionnaire
Every pool will be provided a copy of this Policy and must certify to having
read it and not sell any investments not authorized by Policy.
Limiting brokers for efficiency
Adding brokers for competition
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Collateral Policy
• The PFCA does not require a policy but assumes it is established
Collateral
▫ Authorized types, margin (102%), reporting
▫ Designation of custodian (you approve not choose)
In order to anticipate market changes, 102% collateral will be required on
all time and demand deposits. Acceptable collateral will include only:
‐ Obligations of US and agencies including MBS passing the bank test
‐ State and local bonds rated A or better
‐ FHLB Letters of credit
Substitution allowed with prior District approval or as approved by District.
The Bank is responsible for maintaining collateral levels daily.
Custodian must be outside the holding company of pledging bank.
Monthly reports of collateral must be provided to the District (preferably
from the custodian.
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Counter-party risks:
Banking Controls
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reconciliation
Account analysis review
Payment methodology according to rates
Timely Reporting
Availability Policies
Independent safe‐keeping
Collateral
• 102% level
• reporting
• Written agreement
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Bank Rating Services
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HIGHLINE and BEST Bank Rating Agencies

Safekeeping Control
• Safekeeping
▫ Must be Delivery versus payment
▫ Requires independent safekeeping away from the trade
 No broker safekeeping
• Securities owned by the District will be safe‐kept at its banking
services depository and all security transactions will be made
delivery versus payment.
• Safekeeping bank will not be used as a broker.
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Trade Procedures
Do your prep

Evaluate offers

Contact B/D

Receive offers

Award the offer

Inform losers

The trade requires preparatory work as
well as clear and concise communications.
The preparation will take more time than
the trade to be right.

Prepare documents
‐ file
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The Trade: Who is Involved?
• You

▫ Authorized investment officer makes the decision
▫ You decision is based on when you need funds and how much
you need to mature on that date.
 Time horizon (not after this date…) for $ x,xxx,xxx.

• Your bank or safekeeping agent

▫ This is a safekeeping agent not a ‘custodian’

• If it is a security using a broker/dealer

▫ A broker has no inventory. He puts a buyer with a seller.
▫ A dealer has an inventory.
 He can sell as a “principal” from the inventory.
 He can sell as a “broker” by buying it from a firm then selling it.
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All Trades Need Preparation
• Do your cash flow to know when you need a maturity.
▫ Set your time horizon, i.e. when you need the money.
 Unless you need a specific date say “not past xx/xx/xxxx

▫ Decide how much you need to mature on that date.

• If a security:
▫ Know your delivery instructions (give to all brokers)
▫ Do DVP delivery
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The Trade: Evaluating the Offer
• Does it fit my policy restraints?
• Do I understand what it is?
• Does it fit my time horizon?
• Compare the YIELD first
• Sample CD offers for not past November 2020
Maturity
11/01/20
09/22/20

Coupon
1.50 %
1.51 %

Yield
0.50 %
0.51 %
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The Beauty of YIELD
• Yield is the common denominator of all securities
▫ With yield we can compare any securities

• Use the yield to determine the highest return
• Never look at the coupon – it is affected by price
• Our sample offers:
▫
▫
▫
▫

Maturity
T‐Bill
11/15/20xx
FNMA
11/01/20xx
CD
11/09/20xx
FHLMC/C 11/11/20xx

Coupon
0.00 %
1.50 %
1.40 %
1.50%

Yield
1.40 %
1.25 %
1.35 %
1.40 %

Price
99.5
100.6
100.4
99.9
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Trade Process: Award the Offer
• Make your evaluation quickly – time is of the essence
• Respond to the winner quickly
• Tell him your will buy it
• He will call or email you with “the numbers”
• He is going to tell his “trader” that it is done
▫ The trader may have to then go buy the security
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Trade Protocol: Inform the Losers
• Brokers want to know the competition
• Knowing what you bought helps for next time
• Call the losers to let them know
▫ “Sorry, I bought a ‐‐‐‐‐‐ at 1.45%”
▫ That’s all they need to know
▫ Don’t make it a long conversation
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The Trade: Documentation
• The broker will ‘work up the numbers’
• You need to document the trade fully
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Trade Procedure: Trade Ticket
Xxx ISD
This will be
used for the
settlement
and for your
files.

Description
Accounting
Broker
Competitive Bids
Signatures
Authorization

TRADE TICKET
City of Anywhere, OK

Trade Information

Accounting Information

Settlement Date:

PAR:

Fund:

Premium/<Discount>:

Security:
CUSIP:

Principal:

Accrued:
Coupon:

Maturity:

Net Settlement:

Competitive Bidding:
@
@
@

Daily Amortization:
Daily Accrued:
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Securities Will Require Safekeeping
• US Treasury Bills and Notes
• US Agencies
▫ FNMA, FHLMC, FFCB, FHLB
• CP
• Brokered CD
• Municipal Debt

How do I achieve Safety?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Document all transactions
Use competitive transactions
Use Delivery versus Payment (DVP) Settlement
Use independent counter‐parties
Establish controls and procedures
Establish and monitor collateral
▫ Independent safekeeping and reporting
Diversify
Understand the various securities/opportunities
Review and report regularly
Review bank contracts
▫ establish equality
▫ review for practicality
Recognize changes in your and the markets’ situation
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How do I achieve Liquidity?
• Create and understand your cash flow
• Invest to fund known liabilities
• Maintain a small cash buffer for emergencies
• Use liquidity alternatives
▫ Pools and MMMFs

• Buy high credit quality securities
▫ High quality assures a secondary market

How do I achieve Diversification?
• Create competition in every transaction
▫ Never rely on one institution or broker
▫ Do not allow a broker to do competitive bidding for you

• Diversify by type of security
▫ Knowledge of the alternative securities
▫ Use securities that make sense for the period

• Diversification maturity
▫ Create a ladder to meet your liabilities
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How do I achieve Yield?
• Invest to your cash flow needs
• Reduce lower yielding balances at bank
• Know the securities and use appropriate ones for the time
• Assure there is always competition
• Know, compare and use your alternatives
• Monitor bank costs and structures
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How Can You Invest?
• There are alternatives for small districts
• Banking
• Investment options without safekeeping
• Minimal time and resources
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Using this to Set a Macro Strategy
• Written macro strategy
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Policy statement from passivity or pro‐activity
Includes setting WAM and maximum maturity
Requires annual review
Must be flexible enough to adjust to market and internal conditions
Must be adopted by the Council annually
 Put in your policy
 Assure that resolution approves both policy and strategy

• Portfolio Strategy
▫ Guided by (a) your cash needs and (b) your market choices

The Written Strategy
• Sets the stage for an overall view of how the portfolio will function
• Sets your weighted average maturity (WAM)
• It must describe how you intend to obtain:
▫ Objective of investments: what actions and controls
▫ Suitability of instruments: all high credit quality
▫ Safety of Principal: high credit quality and safekeeping
▫ Liquidity: laddering and adding a liquidity buffer
▫ Marketability of investments: all with secondary markets
▫ Diversification: competition and moves with the markets
▫ Yield: competition, extensions to meet cash flows
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Writing your Macro Strategy
• The District may commingle/combine its portfolio for investment
purposes.
• This will be a buy‐and‐hold not trading portfolio.
• The District will use its cash flow to structure the portfolio.
• The District will use only high‐credit quality securities.
• The maximum maturity will be ____ months and the maximum
weighted average maturity will be ____ months.

Sample Strategy for a
Short Conservative Portfolio
The primary objective is liquidity and reasonable yield.
Authorized securities or the pool used will be of the highest credit quality.
When not matched to a liability it will be short term and liquid.
The portfolio will be diversified to avoid market and credit risk.
Diversification requirements can be met through a pool.
Maximum WAM is 180 days.
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Sample Strategy for a
Short Conservative Pro-active Portfolio
• The primary objective is to invest in accordance with cash flow
needs to produce a market yield.
• All securities will be of the highest credit quality.
• The portfolio will be structured as a ladder to match known
liabilities and providing for a reasonable liquidity buffer for
unexpected needs.
• The portfolio will be diversified to avoid market and credit risk.
• The maximum weighted average maturity will be six months.
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Strategies Will Differ Between Funds
• TASB LOCAL Excerpts
• Operating Funds
▫ Investment strategies for operating funds (including any
commingled pools containing operating funds) shall have as their
primary objectives safety, investment liquidity, and maturity
sufficient to meet anticipated cash flow requirements.

• DEBT SERVICE FUNDS
▫ Investment strategies for debt service funds shall have as their
objective sufficient investment liquidity to timely meet debt
service payment obligations in accordance with provisions in the
bond documents. Maturities longer than one year are
authorized provided legal limits are not exceeded.
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Your Strategy Depends On
• Your cash flow and the structure of your funds
• Your risk tolerance level
• Your understanding of the securities
• Your time and resources available
• Relative value
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Common Strategies
• 100% Cash
▫ (pools, bank deposits, money markets) ‐ opportunity cost
• Ladder
▫ Matching known liabilities with a liquidity buffer
• Barbell
▫ Split maturities add capture yield – liquidity risk possibility
▫ Could be used in a commingled portfolio effectively
• Buy and Hold
▫ most counties will not trade actively but buy to liability and hold to
maturity
• Active Management
▫ uses market knowledge and captures opportunities
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THE TWO‐SIDED PORTFOLIO
•

The Core Portfolio
▫

•

Reserves or smaller portion of funds assets not
matched to planned liabilities – can be invested
more aggressively

Liability Matching
▫

uses cash flow forecasting to match investment
maturities to known liabilities
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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Full Liquidity
• All funds held in fully liquid cash instruments
▫ bank deposits, local government investment pools, money market funds
This strategy is beneficial when:
• Interest rates are rising quickly
• The yield curve is flat or inverted
• No clear understanding of cash flow
Drawbacks:
• Very low yields
• Lacks diversification by market sector
• Left at mercy of rates if the market shifts directions and yields drop
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Buy and Hold
• Assures funds availability and requires minimum time
• Works well with a laddered portfolio
• Effective when used in conjunction with a formal cash
flow.
• Keeps transaction costs down
• Has been proven to outperform “active management”
on a total cost basis.
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The Laddered Portfolio
•

In a laddered portfolio
securities are positioned to
match liabilities so maturities
occur in regular intervals to
provide a known stream of
cash.

Laddered Portfolio
$15
$10
$5
$0

•

The laddered portfolio may, or
may not, correspond with
expected future expenditures.

•

Regardless of interest rates
move, you will be reinvesting
at the prevailing market yield.
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The Barbell Portfolio
• A barbell maintains some % of
the portfolio in liquid deposits
then invests a portion in
longer, higher yielding
securities (usually 18 to 36
months)

Barbell Portfolio
$15
$10
$5

• Rates will impact the portfolio
directly and immediately.
• If rates fall longer end will
support shorter.
• If rates rise liquidity has to
cover all needs because long
end will be at unrealized loss.

$0
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Your Strategy is Based on Cash Flow

CASH RECEIVED – CASH SPENT = NET CASH FLOW

Cash Flow Is The Control
• Identifies when funds are needed
• Protects your liquidity
• Improves investment returns
• Establishes policy parameters
▫ Maximum maturity
▫ Maximum weighted average maturity
▫ Risk benchmarks
• Promotes safe maturity extensions
• Defines your portfolio
132

Time Horizons from Cash Flow
Set Your Strategy
• Think and build your portfolio around time horizons
• Cash flows allows you to act pro‐actively
▫ Provides comfort that necessary funds are available
▫ Allows some extension by recognizing future flows

• Defines the portions of your portfolio
▫ And from that the strategy for each

• Yield is not the end‐game but an added benefit
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One Basic Evaluation
• Revenues versus Expenditures
• Stay to the 80‐20 % Rule
▫ Limit the categories

• Look at month‐to‐month
• Find the net cash position
• Fill the gaps with maturities
• Build it as‐you‐go
• Add year by year to get a solid average
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Traditional Category History
Revenues
Taxes

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

8,500,000

7,000,000

3,500,000

750,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

State $$

250,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

250,000

300,000

300,000

Other

150,000

150,000

250,000

275,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

2,000,000

350,000

433,000

400,500

600,000

700,000

750,000

10,900,000

7,700,000

4,383,000

1,625,500

2,250,000

3,400,000

2,450,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

Contracts

300,000

300,000

350,000

450,000

645,000

875,000

750,000

Capital

300,000

200,000

400,000

500,000

400,000

450,000

500,000

Athletics
Total

Expenses
Salaries

Debt Svc

2,000,000
Total

Net Cash

2,600,000

2,500,000

4,750,000

2,950,000

3,045,000

3,325,000

3,250,000

8,300,000

5,200,000

-367,000

-1,324,500

-795,000

75,000

-800,000

Multi-year Layering Smoothes Info
JAN

FEB

2015

10,998,532

9,848,555

2016

15,973,535

4,595,222

2017

10,595,555

9,500,123

12,522,540

7,981,300

2015

8,126,666

7,222,001

2016

10,565,956

8,000,000

2017

7,203,654

7,010,123

8,632,092

7,410,708

3,890,448

570,592

REVENUES

AVG
EXPENSES

AVG
NET Funds

•
•
•
•

Layering each year’s history allows an average
Building off history allows you to compute monthly future flows
Historical % used on new budget creates a forecast
Tie the summary sheet to detail sheets per year
▫ Layering years takes out one year aberrations.
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Now Use It as an Investor
• Use data to visualize your portfolio
• Focusing on balances required to pay expenses

▫ Use historical needs and a buffer to set investment requirements
▫ Ongoing use builds the traditional information

• You can create the basic cash flow in your head

▫ How much is your payroll each month?
▫ How much is your accounts payable each month?
▫ When are your debt service payments? How much?

• Adding a ‘liquidity buffer’ provides for the unexpected
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This District needs $3 million each month
but only needs one investment
S
1

M
2

T
3

9

4

TH
5

10

11

F
6

S
7

Payroll
$1mm

Payables
$250,000

$
8

W

12

13

14

19

20

21

Payables
$250,000
15

16

17

18
Payables

Payroll
$1mm

$250,000
22

23

24

25
Payables
$250,000

26

27

28
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Using the Information – I&S

An overview of the cash flow needs allows the investor to look ahead.
The flow in Jan. alone covers the February payment.
The net balances of each other month can be invested 11, 9, 8 and 6 months.
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A General Fund Sample

We use the excess balances not needed for the next month and extend.
Three excess balances result in 3-month investments.
The cash flow knowledge allows Sept. to be extended to 8-month investment.

Everyone has a CORE Portfolio
Measuring and Using the Core
80

40

60

30

40

20

20
0

core

10
0

core

What is the apparent maximum maturity and WAM of each of these?

• A core is money you have not touched for an extended period
▫ allows you to extend the portfolio

• If you have no core you have a maximum maturity of one year or less
• Your WAM should fit the cycles of your cash flow
• Your WAM will set a benchmark to compare risk
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Strategies are a must
on capital projects

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

•

Often a large nonrecurring expenditure
▫ unique cash flow
▫ like projects can show trends

•

Preliminary work with departments
▫ Set expenditure plan before funds arrive
▫ Bond documents contain basic plans

•

Ongoing updates to departments
▫ Builds trust and good plan
▫ Explain impact of investment

•

Explain to generate support
▫ Impact of additional earnings
▫ Arbitrage impacts

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

‐Slow start setting contracts
‐Building takes place
‐Building slows
‐Funds live on…..
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Liquidity: First Strategy Step
• Liquidity is an investment
• Multiple options change often
• Rates must be monitored
• It’s large part of your portfolio – pay attention
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Banking Alternatives
• Demand deposits
• Interest bearing accounts
• Money market accounts
• Insured Cash Sweep – spread money market accounts
• Sweeps

Bank Liquidity Choices
• A range of choices
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

non‐interest bearing checking
interest bearing checking
money market accounts
NOW or savings accounts
sweeps

• Rates are different in each category
• Current condition has banks not wanting funds
• Current best rates and opportunities…?
▫ ECR
▫ Money market accounts

Liquidity Choices
• Interest bearing accounts in any Texas bank
▫ Bank must be FDIC insured

• Interest bearing account in any TX credit union
▫ CU must be insured by
▫ National Credit Union Insurance Fund

Insured Cash Sweep

ICS – Insured Cash Sweep
• Same as CDARS
▫ Promontory Network
• Spreads funds
▫ into money market accounts
• Liquidity
▫ With 6 draws per month
• All FDIC insured
• On your books it is one investment
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‘Spread’ Demand Accounts
• Stick to spreads done by banks to establish
depository relationship
• Spreads done by brokers
• Assure your ownership rights
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Credit Unions
• Share Certificates
• Insured by National Credit Union Insurance Fund
• Can not be collateralized
• CU must be in Texas

Fund/Pool Types
• Constant dollar funds/pools
▫ Money market funds or pool equivalents
▫ Strive to maintain $1 asset (share) value – built for liquidity
• Net asset value funds/pools
▫ Mutual funds or pool equivalents – built for yield
▫ Share value fluctuates on market price
▫ Potential loss of principal
▫ Not eligible for bond funds

Constant

NAV

Pools and Funds
• Pools

• Money Market Funds

• Based on ILCA
• Require resolution by
governing body
• Rated
• Unregulated
• All types

•
•
•
•

A security
SEC registered
No resolution required
SEC oversight and
regulation
• New changes from 2012
• One type only
▫ Strict restrictions based on
investments

Pools and Funds
• Pools and funds must:

▫ disclose all information
▫ built on SEC requirements for MMMF

• You must:

▫ read the information!

• Information statements
▫ Prospectus
▫ Full Information

• Confirmations

▫ Transaction History

• Reports

▫ Monthly History

Pools – Know what they are..
• Most pools are constant dollar






Texpool I and II
Logic
Class
TASB – Liquidity
TexStar

• Some pools are mutual funds or hybrid
• Check the rates and how they are calculated
• It’s your job to know
• Potentially have accounts at more than one pool
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What do these
figures tell you?
Know how to read
the facts about your
pool(s).
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What you need to know from a pool
• Daily Yield
▫ Compare apples to apples

•
•
•
•
•
•

Portfolio Composition
Liquidity
Size
WAM and WAL
Investment Policy
Your % ownership

A Pool ?? Or??
What does your policy say??

These are brokered CDs bought by a pool, not in City’s name and not in their policy.

Is this a pool?
• Funds are comingled but no one gets same deal/yield
• You are given a specific maturity
• You are given a projected yield

$1mm

1 year
1.40 %

$750 mm

$1mm

1 year
1.10%

$1mm

1 year
0.95%
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Your Post-Class Quiz
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Who sets monetary policy?
Who sets fiscal policy?
How many Fed Districts are there?
Give two ways to pay for banking.
What are the 2 foundation points for your portfolio?
Name three types of risk.
Give three ways to achieve safety.
What margin percent do you use?
What determines how you pay for banking?

The Fed as 1st Responder
• Emergency moves to zero on overnight rates
• Stopped the run‐off of 2008‐09 QE assets
• $120 billion per month

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opened corporate credit facilities
Expanded overnight and term repo facilities
Lowered the discount window rates for bank borrowing
Reduced the cost of swap lines
Opened a CP liquidity funding facility
Opened a municipal funding facility

• Borrowed $3T in 1Q to support rescue efforts
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

TOOLS OF MONETARY POLICY
Discount Rate

•

interest rate charged by the Federal Reserve to banks that borrow on
short‐term (usually overnight) basis

•

Fed Funds

•

Overnight trading rate between banks on excess cash from reserves

•

Reserve Requirements

•

amount of money banks must keep on reserve at the Fed

•

•

Open Market Operations
•

•
•
•

Buying and selling Treasury securities between the Fed and selected
financial institutions in the open market
The most important tool; directed by the FOMC
Functions through the NY Fed
Creates the flow of funds in the system
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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EFFECTS OF LOW INTEREST RATES
Generally, low interest rates stimulate the
economy because there is more money
available to lend.
• Consumers buy cars and houses
• Businesses expand, buy equipment, etc.
Why does the Fed lower interest rates?
• If inflation is in check, lower rates
stimulate economic activity, thus
boosting economic growth.

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

EFFECTS OF HIGH INTEREST RATES
•

Consumers pay more to borrow money,
dampening spending

•

Businesses have difficulty borrowing;
unemployment rises

•

The Fed raises rates to fight inflation

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.
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WHAT IS THE FED LOOKING AT AND FOR?
 US Economic conditions
International conditions
Impact of policies
Dual mandate success
Price stability
Maximum employment

So Who is the Fed?
• Central bank of the United
States
• Governed by Board of
Governors
• Established in 1913
• Purpose is to ensure a
stable economy for the
nation

Dallas Fed

• A system of 12 regional
districts/banks
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Seven members
• Appointed by the president
• Confirmed by the Senate
• Serve staggered 14‐year terms
Work includes:
• Analyzing economic developments
• Supervising and regulating the
operations of Federal Reserve Banks
• Exercising responsibility in the
nation’s payments system

Can you name these
folks – you should be
able to….

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
The Board also
• Administers consumer credit protection laws
• Authorizes changes in banks’ reserve requirements
• Supervises Fed member banks
• Supervises other financial entities
• Authorizes changes in Fed’s discount rate
They do not
print the money
– who does?

©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

WHERE IS OUR FED?

Check clearing is now handled in the Boston
Fed
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

REGIONAL FED BANKS
Each District bank has a local Board of Directors of 7 to 9 individuals
•

The regional President serves staggered terms on the FOMC

•

Provide various perspectives and economic data from different regions
•

Influence policymaking at the national level through “real‐world” input.

•

Vote on discount rate

•

Operate a nationwide payments system

•

Distribute nation’s currency and coin

•

Supervise and regulate member banks and bank holding companies
©2019 Texas Association of School Business Officials. All rights reserved. Do not
duplicate or distribute without express permission.

PROVIDING SUPERVISION & REGULATION
•

Promotes safety and soundness of banking system in concert with
other regulatory bodies
•

FDIC, OCC, OTS, state banking regulators

•

Ensures compliance with laws and regulations

•

Oversees international banking interests

•

Administers consumer credit protection laws
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PROVIDING FINANCIAL SERVICES
• Supply currency and coin to banking institutions
• Clear more than one‐third of nation’s checks
• Transfer funds electronically (ACH, Fedwire)
• Serve as bank for the U.S. Treasury
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PROVIDING RESEARCH
• Gather, analyze and disseminate
economic data
• Focus on all aspects of the economy
(regional to international levels)
• Analyze regional and national markets
and economic data
• Design and test econometric models
used to produce hard data that factor
into policymaking decisions
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FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE
• Meets 8 times per year
• Sets and directs U.S. monetary policy
• Seven governors
• Five presidents vote
• New York and four others on a rotating
basis

• Nonvoting presidents participate fully
• Final interest rate decisions are made
by FOMC
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Relax – we’re done…for today…
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Linda Patterson
Patterson & Associates
linda@patterson.net
512‐320‐5042
512‐415‐0945

